Location: webcast
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Meeting #3 Summary
Attendees: Andrew Poster, Robin Lee, Emily Straley, Tony Boyd, Richard Rider, Roger Leventhal, Hugh
Kuhn, Matt Cramer, Gary Lion, John McCauley, Stephanie Moulton-Peters, Linn Walsh

1)

TASK FORCE GOAL

a)

2)

The goal of the Task Force is to assist the City in bringing choices to the community with
regard to drainage improvements AND flood management strategies, estimated costs
and funding options in conjunction with the development of a Master Plan. The focus of
the Study is on the City owned infrastructure.
HISTORICAL MAP OF MILL VALLEY

a)

This slide was not highlighted during the presentation but is in the PDF that was sent
out. It shows how the Bay used to exists all the way into the Sycamore neighborhood.

b)

It was discussed at Meeting #2 that this should be provided at the Community Meeting

3)

CREEK SYSTEM IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS
Dams

a)
i)

Grove Park – 9.2 acre-ft

ii)

Old Mill Park – 13.5 acre-ft

iii)

The group discussed the idea of multiple smaller dams such as those that were used
historically for fishing. But the group agreed that those will be full when the storm
peak comes through and water will just overflow the dams.

iv)

Ultimately the task force decided to move away from dams as an option because the
costs are high, the environmental impact is high, and the benefit is low.

Partial Bypass on ACMdP near Willow

b)
i)

This was the selected alternative in the Stetson Report over the full bypass to the
Marsh.
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ii)

The partial bypass puts water back into the channel just downstream of La Goma
Street

iii)

While the partial bypass does improve flooding, it does not improve the Sycamore
neighborhood.

Full Bypass down Miller Ave to Marsh near Mt Tam High School

c)
i)

This alternative improves the flooding significantly more than the partial bypass
because it does not have the overflows re-enter into the Creek

ii)

Stetson Report suggested a 4.5ft by 10ft culvert but upon further modeling it was
determined that a 4.5ft by 20ft culvert solves the majority of the flooding along
Miller Ave

iii)

This alternative assumes that there would be a pump at the outfall into the Marsh to
allow peak flows during high tides to enter into the Bay

iv)

Unit costs for construction the box culvert are around $2,000 per liner foot. The box
culvert needs to travel approximately 4,300 ft for a price tag of $8.5M.

v)

The pump station would need to convey a peak flow rate of 600cfs for an
approximate cost of $12M.

vi)

Price tag of culvert plus pump station alone is close to $20M. Schaaf & Wheeler will
work to detail out the entire cost for this project to present to Task Force at next
meeting.

Warner Creek Bypass

d)
i)

Stetson Report recommended a 4.5ft diameter pipe to run down East Blithdale to
the Marsh.

ii)

This bypass pipe reduces the flooding in the Sycamore neighborhood significantly
when paired with the ACMdP bypass pipe down Miller Ave.

iii)

The unit pipe cost is approximately $750 per linear foot and the pipe needs to travel
approximately 4,700 feet to the Marsh for an estimated construction cost of $4.7M

iv)

Pump station conveying peak flow rate of 60cfs would be on the order of $1.2
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4)

v)

Total for the Warner bypass is in the $6M just for the culvert and pump.

vi)

It should be noted here that the Warner Bypass needs to be done in conjunction
with the Miller bypass because the Warner bypass is to prevent overflows into the
Sycamore neighborhood and the Miller Bypass prevents spills down Miller Ave and
reduces the water surface elevation in ACMDP which helps Warner drain better.

SEA LEVEL RISE STRATEGIES

a)

Recommendation is to include both the Mill Valley only protection (levees, horizontal
levees, etc) and regional projects (large tide gates) into the plan.

b)

The idea is that having projects mentioned in Master Plan will strengthen both.

c)

City will look for grant opportunities for the horizontal levee approaches or ecotone
slopes.

d)

More details can be located here on horizontal levee and habitat enhancing flood
protection work that the County is doing

e)

https://www.marincounty.org//media/files/departments/cd/planning/slr/baywave/vulnerability-assessmentfinal/demo-projects-booklet-ada-final.pdf?la=en

5)

RAISING HOMES

a)

Marin County received a grant to raise 16 smaller homes throughout the County

b)

Based on the grant receive (no actual costs yet), it is estimated the cost to raise a home
is about $230,000. This price appears to be on the high end and could potentially be
reduced perhaps if multiple homes contracted with same contractor to do the work in a
similar timeframe.

c)

The grant application stated that these costs did not include all the restoration to
connect utilities and access to the home.

d)

Any raising of homes would be to the height of 1-ft above the mapped BFE (base flood
elevation) plus SLR (sea level rise) which could be anywhere from an additional 1 foot to
3 feet (use 1.5’ for now).
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e)

Each house will differ based on BFE (which can be identified on the link below) but will
be somewhere around height to raise home = BFE +1’ + 1.5’ – existing house elevation

f)

https://msc.fema.gov/portal/home

g)

For example- houses in the BFE 11ft Zone along Plymouth would need to be at elevation
13.5ft (NAVD datum)

h)

Based on Google Earth, it appears as though the ground is around 10-ft elevation. So
those houses would need to be elevated 3.5ft

i)

During the 05/06 storm even it appears as though roughly 140 properties reported
damage. However, it should be noted that damage may have been a car or just in the
garage. This number is much higher than the FEMA claims as only those with flood
insurance could make FEMA claims.

j)

From GIS exercise there are 976 building footprints within the FEMA 100-year flood
zones. Not all of these are residential, and are inclusive of detached garages. There are
roughly 930 residential parcels within the FEMA mapped flood zones.

6)
The idea of raising homes was presented again for a comparison of the cost of raising
homes to the larger capital improvement projects like the large bypass culverts. For
comparison:

7)

i)

25 year protection - 60 homes would be $13.6M

ii)

10 year protection - 14 homes would be $3.2M

DRAINAGE IMPROVEMENTS – the “low hanging fruit”

a)

There are numerous projects that the City would start implementing such as:
i)

Upsizing pipes that are creating local drainage issues throughout the City
(1)

Modeling results show 17 pipe projects that could be implemented now.

(2)

Upsizing these pipes removes water from the streets and conveys the water
through pipes. These improvement projects should not change the Creek
modeling results.
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ii)

Standard maintenance program to replace corrugated metal pipes (CMP) that are
corroded.

iii)

Repairing pipes that have holes, cracks, defects, etc and CCTV more pipes each year
to replace failing pipes before they cause sinkholes

iv)

Cleaning pipes that have buildup of sediments and debris that can limit hydraulic
capacity of pipes. The model assumes pipes are clean so any sediment and debris
buildup could be causing drainage issues that would not be identified in a mode

v)

Raising street curbs to contain water in the street and direct it to the nearest drain
inlet

vi)

8)

(1)

This was presented in both low lying neighborhoods such as the Sycamore
neighborhood and in the hillside streets where there are no curbs

(2)

It was mentioned that raising curbs within the Sycamore neighborhood would
not solve the flooding problems because there is just too much water

Repairing and adding flap gates to prevent the Creek backflowing into
neighborhoods
(1)

The City already has 5 flap gates, of which 3 don’t operate properly so could be
replaced by different product such as the Check Mate or moved upstream in
system so they are not impacted by sediment.

(2)

https://www.redvalve.com/tideflex/tideflex-products/checkmate-inline-checkvalve

(3)

There are also locations in the Sycamore neighborhood stretch of the ACMdP
that need flap gates because the Creek is backing up into the neighborhood,
based on MarinMap it appears as though roughly 5-6 outfalls could use flap
gates. Schaaf & Wheeler intends to walk the creek post COVID to identify
locations for additional flap gates.

FURTHER RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS

a)

More detailed cost information on the proposed full bypass and Warner Creek bypass

b)

What benefit does the bypass have on larger storms like the 25-year event
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c)

More research into dredging
i)

Timeline

ii)

Increase in capacity

iii)

Costs

d)

Is there a way to divert flow from Warner Creek to ACMdP above Willow so that the
Warner bypass is not necessary and Miller bypass solves both flooding issues

e)

Community Meeting will need to present focused list of projects

f)

What is the cost to raise curbs

g)

What is the cost for flap gates

9)

i)

Need to identify how many locations require

ii)

Need to identify potential replacement for ones that are not working

MEETING TAKE AWAYS

a)

There is not one project that solves all the flood threats in the City. There are areas of
only one flood threat, however, in the low lying neighborhoods closer to the bay, there
are pipe, creek, and tidal issues that could only feasibly solved by combining multiple
projects

b)

The costs of the bypass pipes will be in the multiple millions, if not hundred millions

c)

For comparison, similar sized jurisdiction of Moraga went for a storm drain fee on a
$26M capital improvement plan. The average fee was about $120 a parcel. During
polling it appeared as though the community was willing to pay, but the measure did
not pass by a narrow margin.

d)

In general, storm drain and flooding measures are hard to pass throughout the state.
Novato did not pass Measure E which was a parcel tax to help pay for flood control
projects. It was an annual fee of $47, which would raise $1.1M annually for a total of
$19.8M over the course of 18 years.

e)

Perhaps the Sycamore neighborhood needs a “surgical approach” by stopping the
incoming flow entering the neighborhood and pumping out water to the Bay.
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f)

Dams are not worth researching further, but will be presented to the community to
show they were considered and why they were removed.

g)

Dredging is worth including and understanding how much more capacity can be
achieved from dredging.

h)

Focus on storm flooding and not SLR

i)

Consider breaking the study into two parts – one that focuses on the City’s storm drain
infrastructure (pipes, manholes, pump stations, flap gates, etc) and another part that
focuses are the larger flood threats from the Creeks and the Bay. The two studies would
be:
i)

Storm Drain Master Plan – this report could be finished by end of 2020

ii)

Flood Mitigation Strategies – this effort will take longer and require more meetings
and discussions

10) UPDATED SCHEDULE OF PROJECT
a)

Next Task Force Meeting late May – likely webcast depending on current shelter in place
recommendations

b)

Community Meeting late June if allowed, more likely will be held in Fall to avoid summer

c)

Draft Master Plan send to Task Force – August/September

d)

Task Force Meeting and Financial Planning – late September

e)

Present Draft to Flood Zone 3 Advisory Board – October

f)

Present Draft to City Council – November

g)

Finalize Master Plan – December

h)

Financial firm start work on financing options and strategies in 2021

